Bring the
experience home
We are firm believers in those rare
experiences that make our hearts beat
faster. And every day at our bar, DECO,
in downtown Copenhagen, we do our
utmost to ensure that our patrons get
exactly that; a cocktail experience far
exceeding the expected.
But what if you could take that experience and bring it with you home to
your own livingroom – as a delicious
message in a bottle of sorts from that
chic bar in Ny Adelgade? That was the
guiding principle that in turn has led us
to launch these t o-go versions of five of
DECO’s most lauded cocktails.
Now you can enjoy a Nuked Negroni in
the company of friends and family at
your own leisure – or elevate the Friday
get-together with your colleagues to an
entirely different league, without being
nervous about the correct measures,
how long your cocktail ought to be
shaked, or if you’ve even managed to
procure the right ingredients.

DECO’s modern approach to the world of
cocktails encompasses both radical and
forward-thinking techniques inspired
by high profile restaurants as well as
renowned recipes that pay homage to
the pioneering spirit in those timeless
cocktail creations of legendary bartender figures throughout history. The
technical courage, the artisanry and a
finely tuned balance between tradition
and innovation all go hand in hand with
carefully selected spirits and other
quality minded ingredients.
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Your place or mine?
BOTTLED ARTISANAL COCKTAILS · MIXED WITH LOVE

These are all indispensable elements
in a bottled cocktail experience out of
the ordinary, expertly mixed by hand
by our knowledgeable bartenders in
limited batches. Because it’s all
about the e
 xperience: Don’t drink
more. Drink better.
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DECO at Home
In the heart of Copenhagen, our l ittle,
stylish and chilled bar DECO is the
epitome of an intimate and laid back spot
to enjoy good times, bad jokes and the
occasional beautiful cocktail. While we
can’t bring our entire bar back to your
home, DECO at Home is our h
 umble
attempt to capture our bartender’s
creativity in a bottle, for the world to
experience.

Nuked N
 egroni No. 1

Take your pick
between these five
cocktail creations

Tropical Punch
A tropical milk-punch that will leave you
craving that one more sip. This tropical mix of
coconut, cinnamon and pineapple is sure
to tingle your tastebuds. To bump up these
flavours, we’ve added an always trustworthy
Venezuelan rum – the Pampero Selleción.

395,700 ml ℮



El Presidenté
DECO’s own rum blend comprising a t rifecta
of Zacapa, La Hechicera and Pampero
Sellecíon rums rub shoulders with Cucielo
Rosso Vermouth, an orange liqueur plus juicy
pomegranate for this long forgotten classic.
Also try topping this one off with bubbly of
your choice to induce the feeling of summer
that we miss so much.

Our best selling classic style cocktail from
our spring/summer 2020: A negroni with Villa
Ascenti Gin, Cucielo Rosso Vermouth and
Campari with added coffee beans, Danish
rhubarb and grapefruit zest. This one is
microwaved for 2:55 to infuse, then rested in
bottles for weeks on end to bring together the
perfect harmony of fl
 avours.

Toasted Old F
 ashioned

Vieux Carré

The Old Fashioned is a cocktail with roots so
deep, one can’t even begin to describe how
profound this drink is. A seemingly simple
recipe is made special with our home made
syrup containing coconut water, whiskey,
bitters, dehydrated orange peel and salt.
We’ve paired that with a classic bourbon,
infused with a mix of toasted coconut, walnuts
and almonds that has simmered in a sous
vide bath for more than 30 hours.

Created in 1938 by Hotel Monteleone’s head
bartender, Walter Bergeron, the recipe of
the Vieux Carré was inspired by the diverse
cultures of the French Quarter. This one’s
a short, slow sipper that begins with equal
parts of rye whiskey, cognac, and sweet
vermouth. Not one, but two bitters are used
and a hint of a classic herbal liqueur gives it
even more depth. We’ve kept this one classic
as can be – just because.

